Recognition invariance obtained by extended and invariant features.
In performing recognition, the visual system shows a remarkable capacity to distinguish between significant and immaterial image changes, to learn from examples to recognize new classes of objects, and to generalize from known to novel objects. Here we focus on one aspect of this problem, the ability to recognize novel objects from different viewing directions. This problem of view-invariant recognition is difficult because the image of an object seen from a novel viewing direction can be substantially different from all previously seen images of the same object. We describe an approach to view-invariant recognition that uses extended features to generalize across changes in viewing directions. Extended features are equivalence classes of informative image fragments, which represent object parts under different viewing conditions. This representation is extracted during learning from images of moving objects, and it allows the visual system to generalize from a single view of a novel object, and to compensate for large changes in the viewing direction, without using three-dimensional information. We describe the model, its implementation and performance on natural face images, compare it to alternative approaches, discuss its biological plausibility, and its extension to other aspects of visual recognition. The results of the study suggest that the capacity of the recognition system to generalize to novel conditions in an efficient and flexible manner depends on the ongoing extraction of different families of informative features, acquired for different tasks and different object classes.